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LETTER FROM THE CO-EDITORS
On behalf of CSCAP, we are pleased 
to present the CSCAP Regional Security 
Outlook (CRSO) 2017. Inaugurated in 
2007, this is the tenth annual CRSO 
volume. The CRSO brings expert analysis 
to bear on critical security issues facing 
the region and points to policy-relevant 
alternatives for Track One (official) and 
Track Two (non-official) to advance 
multilateral regional security cooperation. 
The views in the CRSO 2017 do not 
represent those of any Member committee 
or other institution and are the responsibility 
of the individual authors and the Editor. 
Charts and images in the CRSO 2017 
do not necessarily reflect the views of the 
chapter authors.
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Defence Outlook: Australia

Andrew Carr and Stephan Frühling

One of the most pressing questions 
for analysts of the Asia Pacific is 
how to understand the interaction 
of domestic and regional political 
trends. Populism, demagoguery, 
and debates over the legitimacy of 
democratic governance are on the 
rise in many states, most notably 
the Philippines, Thailand, the United 
States as well as many European 
countries. These domestic changes 
are also playing an increasingly 
important role in the development 
of state security strategies. 
Understanding how leaders manage 
and balance domestic and external 
pressures is therefore an imperative 
for assessing the behaviour of all 
regional states—including outwardly 
stable countries such as Australia.

Australia’s domestic politics is 
famously rambunctious. There have 
been five Prime Ministers in the last 
six years. A landmark eight-week 
election campaign in mid-2016 left 
the conservative government with 
a one seat majority in the House of 
Representatives. In the Senate, the 
government fell 6 seats short of a 
majority, which forces it to rely on a 
coalition of independent and populist 
parties from the centre-right to pass 
its legislation.  While Australian 
politics is traditionally ‘bipartisan’ 
when it comes to national security 
and defence policy, domestic politics 
can still influence defence policy. This 
influence seems to be increasing. 

The Abbott government assumed 
office in late 2013 and commenced 
a sweeping review of defence policy 
and organization, starting with the 
development of a new Defence White 
Paper as well as a ‘First Principles 
Review’ of the defence department 
itself.  It was vocal in its willingness 

to confront Russia after the downing 
of MH17 over Ukraine; one of the 
first countries to commit forces to 
fight the Islamic State or ‘death cult’, 
as Tony Abbott liked to refer to it; 
and it quickly built a close rapport 
with Japanese Prime Minister Abe 
that promised much closer security 
and defence links. The incoming 
Abbott Prime Ministership therefore 
promised a more muscular, engaged 
and risk-tolerant approach to defence 
than Australia had displayed 
before.  A similar spirit extended to 
defence industry. As the government 
was willing to let Australia’s car 
industry wither on the vine, it was 
no great surprise that the Coalition 
Government looked offshore for two 
new supply vessels for the Royal 
Australian Navy (RAN), and was 
attracted by the promise of an easy 
off-the-shelf purchase of Japanese 
Soyu submarines.

When it came to naval shipbuilding 
however, the government found itself 
increasingly at odds with public 
opinion. In February 2015 Tony 
Abbott had to abandon his ambition 
to buy Japanese Soyu submarines 
in order to stamp out an internal 
challenge to his leadership. In the 
face of dipping polls, the government 
also overhauled its approach to 
defence industry. In September 
2015 it announced the ‘historic’ 
domestic build of 12 new frigates, 
reportedly forcing a re-write of parts 
of the capability plans in the then-still-
forthcoming Defence White Paper. 
That same month Abbott faced a 
second party room challenge. He 
lost the vote, with Malcolm Turnbull 
replacing him as Prime Minister 
on 15 September. Turnbull’s 
central argument for change was 
the domestic unpopularity of the 
government, particularly in key states 
such as South Australia. This domestic 

focus was also compounded by the 
crucial position of South Australia’s 
Nick Xenophon in the Senate—the 
upper house of parliament— who 
strenuously advocated for domestic 
shipbuilding. The shipbuilding plan 
released in April 2016 was an 
almost complete turnaround of the 
Coalition’s original policy settings. 
There was a decision to build all 12 
new submarines in South Australia, 
to commence a ‘continuous build’ 
programme of surface combatants, 
and to construct new and significantly 
larger Offshore Patrol Vessels to 
replace the Armidale-class patrol 
boats.

After much delay, the Turnbull 
government under its Defence 
Minister Marise Payne released the 
new Defence White Paper on 25 
February 2016.  Given the trajectory 
of defence policy and debate over the 
previous years, and Turnbull’s need 
to position himself—with an eye to 
the internal machinations in his own 
party— as both strong on defence 
but also less prone to ‘captain’s 
calls’ like his predecessor’s reported 
plans for Japanese submarines, it 
is perhaps not surprising that the 
document combines both orthodoxy 
and seeming radicalism in Australian 
defence policy.  

On the one hand, none of the major 
shifts in defence capability that 
had been subject of the Australian 
defence debate for several years 
could be found in the White Paper:  
Despite significant investment in 
new armoured vehicles, Army did 
not acquire the heavy armoured 
structure that would be required for 
conventional manoeuvre warfare in 
the Middle East or on the Korean 
peninsula.  Nor does the ADF intend 
to transform into a force focused 
on humanitarian disaster-relief to 
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deal with natural and man-made 
disasters, away from state-on-state 
warfighting.  There was no doubling-
down on amphibious capabilities, 
through a marine brigade, marinized 
helicopters, amphibious tanks or 
the like. Nor were the two new 
amphibious assault (LHD) ships that 
had just joined the RAN converted 
into mini-aircraft carriers for use by 
Australian or US STOVL JSF, as had 
been reportedly mooted as part of the 
White Paper process.  

On other hand, there is seemingly 
radical change in the way the White 
Paper describes Australia’s defence 
priorities:  For the first time, it raises 
the importance of global security, 
and of the security of its Indo-Pacific 
neighbourhood, to the same level as 
that of Australian territory itself.  By 
linking these priorities to repeated 
strong endorsements of the ‘global 
rules-based order’, the government 
also found a way of articulating 

the nature of Australia’s global and 
regional interests in a way that more 
closely linked it to current conflicts 
and great power behaviour—be it in 
Ukraine, the Middle East or the South 
China Sea—than before.

In decoding these conflicting signals, 
it is as usual necessary to follow the 
money.  The signalled increase in 
Australian defence engagement in 
the region is a continuation rather 
than departure from the trajectory 
already set—although not funded—
in the previous Labor government’s 
2013 Defence White Paper.  
Australia now has a bipartisan 
commitment to increase defence 
spending significantly to 2% of GDP, 
and the Turnbull government included 
in the White Paper a table of defence 
budgets out to 2025-2026.  Major 
areas of growth in the ADF force 
structure are in the doubling of the 
submarine fleet to 12—now also a 
bipartisan commitment— and an 

increase in the various airframes 
that replace the ageing P3C Orion 
maritime patrol aircraft, which may 
end up constituting a 50% larger 
fleet with significantly expanded 
capability.  There was also significant 
investment into Australia’s basing 
infrastructure, air defence command 
and control system, and the return of 
the Australian Army’s coastal defence 
role, through the planned acquisition 
of land-based anti-ship cruise missiles. 
The investment decisions of the White 
Paper demonstrate an increasing 
concern that Australia must prepare 
for the possibility that the strategic 
trend-lines in the Asia Pacific may 
directly threaten its own security—
rather than ‘merely’ regional order—
in coming decades. 

One of the key sentences in the 
document is that “The future force 
will be more capable of conducting 
independent combat operations to 
defend Australia and protect our 

A Collins Class submarine in Sydney Harbour. Source: Royal Australian Navy, Flickr.
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interests in our immediate region.”  
The term ‘self-reliance’ and its 
political connotation of distance from 
Australia’s allies, which had been 
so prominent in Australian defence 
policy from 1976 to 2009, has largely 
disappeared from the White Paper 
and official discourse.  Yet the 2016 
White Paper also did not contain 
any significant new commitments to 
the 2012 US Force Posture Initiative, 
whose slow implementation is in 
some contrast to Australia’s vocal 
support for the United States strategic 
posture in Asia.  And as tensions in 
the South China Sea rose in early 
2016 in the lead-up to the 12 July 
International Tribunal ruling on the 
dispute, Australia’s government was 
notably reticent to heed US calls for 
joint ‘Freedom of Navigation Patrols’ 
in the disputed waters.  

If there has been an increasing 
concern about China’s rise and 
assertive policies, the focus in 
Australia in many ways remains on 
the domestic manifestations of this 
development.  Chinese commercial 
investments in Australia, especially 
farm land and the leasing of the 
port in Darwin raised significant 
media coverage. Concerns about 
the defence implications of Chinese 
investment in critical infrastructure 
fed into populist aversion to foreign 
ownership. In addition, there are 
increasing concerns about the 
influence of the Chinese Communist 
Party (CCP) in Australia. This is 
occurring in the political arena with 
controversies over donations; in the 
media where there is growing CCP 
advertising and messaging; and in 
the attitudes of Australia’s Chinese 
community towards the legitimacy 
of the CCP and China’s place in the 
world. While each of these trends is 
manageable and unlikely to lead to 
significant policy shifts, they represent 
an important domestic political 
challenge in the development of a 
coordinated and coherent Australian 
approach to China.  

Such coherence has long been 
a challenge. The domestic 
considerations of Australia’s political 
parties do not always neatly mesh 
with their foreign policy perspectives. 
The governing Liberal Party remains 
close to—largely China-friendly—
business, whereas their rural-based 
National coalition partners are more 
opposed to ‘selling out the farm’.  The 
minority Greens combine scepticism 
about the US alliance with aversion to 
China’s domestic political system and 
human rights record. The Opposition 
Labor Party has argued for greater 
acceptance of China’s growing status 
in the international system, while 
also trying to wedge the government 
with calls for a more robust policy 
opposing Chinese expansion in the 
South China Sea. 

Overall, Australian foreign and 
defence policy remain an elite 
preoccupation.  The bipartisan 
consensus around major policy 
settings is as much the result of 
similar approaches to neutralize 
varied domestic pressures as a 
convincing strategic approach to 
the uncertainty facing Australia and 
its strategic environment. Although 
Australia is now undertaking an 
impressive expansion of its maritime 
capabilities, the political imperative 
for a domestic build means that much 
of the capability is still decades away 
from launch. The appointment after 
the 2016 election of South Australian 
Senator Christopher Pyne as Minister 
for Defence Industry has created 
an almost unprecedented situation 
where Australia now has two Cabinet 
ministers for the defence portfolio 
with somewhat unclear hierarchy and 
responsibilities.   

Polling before the US election 
suggested that Donald Trump’s 
success could signal a substantial 
shift in public attitudes against the 
alliance. However, in the absence of 
truly radical change in US policies 
in Asia, uncertainty and aversion 

to the US president is likely to 
reinforce Australia’s commitment to 
the three main pillars of its defence 
policy:  The maintenance of a robust 
Australian Defence Force capable of 
independent operations if necessary, 
economic and political engagement 
with Asia where possible, and 
support for a combination of US 
military presence and multilateral 
incentives to manage the emergence 
and rise of new powers in the 
international order. The degree to 
which all three continue to remain in 
line with domestic political opinion 
will, however, be a crucial factor 
in determining Australia’s defence 
outlook in coming years. 
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